
We grew up with Superman, Batman, and Robin Hood. A lot of us fought bad 
guys with Roy Rogers, the Lone Ranger, Jim West, Matt Dillon, John Wayne,  
Luke Skywalker and even four green turtles and a rat. We learned to love, give,  
get along and help others with the Ingalls family, the Waltons, and the Brady  
Bunch. We learned to fight with Rambo, Rocky Balboa, the Karate Kid, John 
McClane, and Chuck Norris. We dreamed big on yellow brick roads, in fields of 
dreams and on the Ponderosa. Most of us at some point in our childhood put on 
the capes, dreamed of fighting bad guys, and devised plans to fix the wrongs of 
the world. It is time for us to grow up and be the real superheroes of today for our 
children, grandchildren and fellow citizens. America, this is not Walnut Grove 
anymore. We are at a place in history where if we do not act quickly democracy 
could end with a round of thunderous applause. The right to own and secure  
property is one of the most basic fundamental rights of democracy. We bought a 
property through Coldwell Banker to share with pastors, missionaries and  
ministry leaders. We developed the property, increased our equity and built a 
ranch we could be proud of. Chase and PHH took over the note, messed up our 
records, refused our payments and started foreclosure proceedings. A lifetime of 
hard earned equity, perfect credit, financial security and peace of mind was stolen 
from us overnight. We cried out for help but no superheroes came. We made a 
music video www.youtube.com/ithappenedtous that tells our story. Will you 
watch it? Will you quit looking away from the crimes in Metropolis, put on your 
cape once more, and get involved? Help the victims of the Great Mortgage  
Holocaust of the 21st Century fight for our homes. We did no wrong. We were  
just living the dream. This is a land where dreams come true. Remember? 
Because it could happen to you...

Will you help fight injustice?

It is time for this to stop.
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